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Abstract

US hospitals are engaged in an infection control arms race. Hospitals, specialties, and professional groups are spurring one another on to adopt progressively more aggressive measures in response to COVID-19 that often exceed federal and international standards. Examples include universal masking of providers and patients; decreasing thresholds to test asymptomatic patients; using face shields and N95 respirators regardless of symptoms and test results; novel additions to the list of aerosol-generating procedures; and more comprehensive personal protective equipment including hair, shoe, and leg covers. Here, we review the factors underlying this arms race, including fears about personal safety, ongoing uncertainty around how SARS-CoV-2 is transmitted, confusion about what constitutes an aerosol-generating procedure, increasing recognition of the importance of asymptomatic infection, and the limited accuracy of diagnostic tests. We consider the detrimental effects of a maximal infection control approach and the research studies that are needed to eventually de-escalate hospitals and to inform more evidence-based and measured strategies.
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US hospitals are engaged in an infection control arms race. Hospitals, specialties, and professional groups are spurring one another on to adopt progressively more aggressive measures in response to COVID-19 that often exceed federal and international standards. Examples include universal masking of providers and patients; decreasing thresholds to test asymptomatic patients; using face shields and N95 respirators regardless of symptoms and test results; novel additions to the list of aerosol-generating procedures; and more comprehensive personal protective equipment including hair, shoe, and leg covers.

The infection control arms race is driven, understandably, by fear. We are all alarmed by the news of countless COVID-19–related deaths; the case fatality rate is at least 10 times that of seasonal influenza.¹ Perhaps more terrifying is the fact that many of the patients who are dying are young and healthy, and many are healthcare workers. In China, 4% of confirmed COVID-19 cases in the first month occurred among medical staff, and even higher rates have been reported in Europe.² In many cases, these infections were due to delayed recognition of COVID-19 rather than PPE failures, but the impression has nonetheless taken hold that healthcare workers using standard PPE are not safe.

Conflicting and changing recommendations from federal and international authorities have goaded the arms race by sowing doubt in providers’ minds. In February, the WHO recommended contact and droplet precautions (ie, gown, gloves, medical masks, and eye protection) for most COVID-19 patients while reserving N95 respirators or powered air-purifying respirators (PAPRs) for patients undergoing aerosol-generating procedures.³ The CDC initially recommended N95 respirators for all COVID-19 patients but shifted to allowing medical masks in times of N95 shortages. This shift gives the impression that CDC guidance is driven by supply shortages rather than science and that medical masks are inferior to N95 respirators. This concern is further exacerbated by scattered reports raising the possibility that SARS-CoV-2 may be carried in aerosols, although none of these have yet demonstrated aerosol-based transmission.⁴,⁶

The arms race is further fueled by the realization that anyone may be carrying the virus. Several studies have now documented that presymptomatic patients are contagious and have high viral burdens.⁷,⁸ But there is a tendency to conflate the estimated prevalence of asymptomatic infection among patients with confirmed infections, thought to range between 20% and 50%, with the estimated prevalence of asymptomatic infection in the general population, which appears to be closer to 1%-2% in most areas.⁸,¹⁰-¹² These findings compel providers to want to test all patients and to use maximal precautions regardless of symptoms and epidemiological risk factors. Even negative tests are not trusted following reports that the sensitivity of a single nasopharyngeal polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test may be as low as 70% and that a non-negligible number of confirmed cases initially tested negative.¹³,¹⁴ Indeed, the CDC recently updated their guidance to recommend...
that hospitals in areas with high community prevalence of COVID-19 consider using N95 respirators in all asymptomatic patients undergoing aerosol-generating procedures regardless of SARS-CoV-2 testing results.\textsuperscript{13} Hospitals are now faced with threading the needle between allaying providers’ fears, responding to shifting guidance from public health authorities and declarations from professional societies, and managing pressing equipment shortages. One of the most contentious issues is deciding which procedures are “aerosol generating” and therefore warrant N95 respirators. Unfortunately, there are no universally accepted criteria. Intubation, bronchoscopy, cardiopulmonary resuscitation, nebulization, and noninvasive positive-pressure ventilation have been associated with respiratory virus transmissions, but little or no compelling data have documented respiratory virus transmission for most other procedures.\textsuperscript{16} Nonetheless, an increasing number of professional societies are creating their own definitions of aerosol-generating procedures based on theoretical concerns rather than documented transmissions.\textsuperscript{17,20} These procedures now include endoscopies, laparoscopies, nasogastric tube placements, labor and delivery, and any other procedure that has the potential to induce coughing. However, coughing is a cardinal symptom of COVID-19 even in the absence of a procedure, so it is difficult to understand how a procedure that merely induces coughing is meaningfully different from routine care of a COVID-19 patient. With the global shortage of N95s, most hospitals do not have the luxury of being able to deploy N95s for every patient interaction or even for procedures that some providers consider aerosol generating. We believe that hospital administrators’ first obligation is to assure that adequate PPE will always be available for providers performing the highest risk procedures in the highest risk patients, but in so doing they must withhold N95s from others and therein raise the ire of these providers who feel unsafe and undervalued. These feelings are further validated in the minds of providers when hospitals’ policies run contrary to the recommendations of their professional societies or do not match the standards provided by other hospitals.

Beyond N95 respirators, some providers are now wearing head coverings, shoe coverings, and leg coverings. These enhancements to standard PPE are motivated in some cases by PPE standards in other countries as well as reports documenting high rates of environmental contamination in the rooms of some COVID-19 patients.\textsuperscript{6,21} Providers are rarely reassured by the fact that no convincing evidence to date of viral transmission from shoes, hair, or pant bottoms or that isolation of SARS-CoV-2 in the environment by PCR does not necessarily equate to viability. Some providers are also requesting PAPRs even when adequately fit-tested to N95 respirators. Anecdotes circulate about anesthesiologists or surgeons refusing to intubate or perform surgery on asymptomatic patients without N95 respirators and preoperative testing. In light of these trends, it is only a matter of time before hospitals converge on a uniform, maximal infection control strategy. We fear this will include N95 respirators, face-shields, gown, and gloves for all patient encounters regardless of symptoms, and likely even more PPE for symptomatic patients undergoing aerosol-generating procedures. Symptomatic patients will be tested multiple times using PCRs followed by serological tests if PCR testing is negative. Furthermore, all patients will be tested for COVID-19 upon hospital admission and serially thereafter. Patients undergoing elective surgeries and procedures will also be tested for COVID-19 once if not twice, even if negative test results do not allay providers’ desire to use full PPE including N95 respirators. To decrease the risk of healthcare exposures from staff, more hospitals will likely begin regularly screening providers with COVID-19 tests and checking serologies. The timetable for hospitals to reach this point will vary by access to resources, local competition, provider pressure, and local COVID-19 prevalence (and indeed, some hospitals in the hardest hit areas have already adopted many of these strategies), but it increasingly seems that this will be the end game for most hospitals around the country.

Can—and should—anything be done to de-escalate this arms race? There are clear down sides to this maximal infection control and testing approach. COVID-19 test kits are in short supply, and every additional patient placed on respiratory isolation precautions contributes to a hospital’s dwindling supplies of gowns, gloves, medical masks, face shields, goggles, N95 respirators, PAPRs, disinfectant wipes, and alcohol-based hand sanitizers. Donning full PPE can lead to delays in delivering emergent care such as cardiopulmonary resuscitation and intubations. Even for routine care in the preponderance era, prior studies have suggested that contact precautions are associated with less patient—healthcare worker contact, decreased patient satisfaction, increased depression and anxiety, and other adverse consequences.\textsuperscript{22} The unnecessary use of negative-pressure rooms for surgical procedures in patients undergoing aerosol-generating procedures may also increase the risk of surgical site infection.

At the same time, it is difficult and wrong to dismiss providers’ anxieties about their safety. Healthcare workers are in the frontlines of this battle, and it is arguably a hospital’s responsibility to ensure that all providers feel safe in addition to being safe. Furthermore, the literature on modes of transmission is suggestive but not definitive, and estimates of the prevalence of asymptomatic infection are low but not zero. To the extent that a hospital’s supplies permit, allowing providers some discretion to use additional PPE may be the most practical course for the short term. Ensuring equitable treatment of all hospital employees, including both frontline and supporting staff members, is also important to maintain morale.

Over the long term, however, more evidence-based and measured infection control strategies are needed because SARS-CoV-2 is here to stay. We believe that several lines of evidence are needed to inform these strategies. First, we need better data on the transmission dynamics of SARS-CoV-2, in particular the degree to which infection is transmitted via the airborne route versus droplets and fomites during routine care. Second, a standardized and evidence-based list of aerosol-generating procedures must be defined, ideally based on studies documenting respiratory virus transmission rather than theoretical concerns alone. Third, we need more studies of the prevalence of positive tests in asymptomatic patients in regions with high overall case rates. Ideally, these data will be gathered locally and repeatedly to allow providers and hospitals to titrate their infection control measures and PPE use for asymptomatic patients according to local risk. Fourth, a better understanding of the negative predictive value of both PCR and serological tests is needed to help optimize testing strategies. Fifth, studies should be conducted comparing the efficacy (or lack thereof) of N95 respirators compared to medical masks for preventing COVID-19 infections, similar to prior cluster randomized trials conducted for prevention of influenza in healthcare workers.\textsuperscript{23,24} Sixth, a better understanding of the significance of serological tests—in particular the degree and duration for which IgG antibodies confer immunity—may allow hospitals to strategically deploy healthcare workers to minimize risk as well as PPE use. Lastly, of course, the development and rapid deployment of an effective vaccine could completely change the infection control
landscape. Until then, however, hospitals will continue to be driven by providers’ requests, peer hospitals’ actions, and professional societies’ pressure on the relentless march toward universal SARS-CoV-2 testing, universal masking of providers and patients, and universal use of face shields and N95 respirators for all patient encounters.
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